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Report on the WRES indicators
1. Background narrative
a. Any issues of completeness of data
None

b. Any matters relating to reliability of comparisons with previous years
This is the second year of reporting under the WRES data requirements. From 2009 the Trust’s annual Equality and Diversity reports have
been presented and approved by the Board. These reports have included workforce data on protected characteristics including recruitment,
employee relations cases and access to training. All annual Workforce Equality and Diversity reports have been published and made available
on the Trust website.

2. Total numbers of staff
a. Employed within this organisation at the date of the report

2420
b. Proportion of BME staff employed within this organisation at the date of the report

27.52

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
3. Self reporting
a. The proportion of total staff who have self–reported their ethnicity
99.14%

b. Have any steps been taken in the last reporting period to improve the level of self-reporting by ethnicity
Ensuring information is gathered at recruitment stage. Audits are run monthly to address any gaps in data and staff are encouraged to
disclose their ethnicity

c. Are any steps planned during the current reporting period to improve the level of self reporting by ethnicity
The Trust has an established process to encourage staff engagement in reporting their ethnicity on appointment to ensure there are no gaps in
data. We have active engagement with our staff networks who support the message that employees should self-report their ethnicity.

4. Workforce data
a. What period does the organisation’s workforce data refer to?
2014 and 2015 staff survey. 2015 & 2016 workforce data

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
5. Workforce Race Equality Indicators
Please note that only high level summary points should be provided in the text boxes below – the detail should be contained in accompanying WRES Action Plans.
Indicator

Data for
reporting year

Data for
previous year

Narrative – the implications of the data and
any additional background explanatory
narrative

Action taken and planned including e.g. does
the indicator link to EDS2 evidence and/or a
corporate Equality Objective

Band White BME Z Not Stated
Band 1 80.00% 20.00% 0.00%
Band 2 57.67% 42.05% 0.28%
Band 3 71.66% 28.34% 0.00%
Band 4 86.60% 12.89% 0.52%
Band 5 55.98% 43.16% 0.85%
Band 6 76.95% 20.83% 2.23%
Band 7 78.09% 21.91% 0.00%
Band 8A 85.92% 12.68% 1.41%
Band
8B 93.88%
2.04%
The data
is taken 4.08%
from NHS
Jobs from July 15 –
Band 16
8CJuly
92.31%
0.00%
June
14 to7.69%
June 15
Band 8D 90.00% 10.00% 0.00%
Med Career Grade 42.86% 57.14% 0.00%
Med Consultant 50.00% 50.00% 0.00%
Med Other 100.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Med Trainee 33.33% 66.67% 0.00%
Student 100.00% 0.00% 0.00%
VSM 88.24% 11.76% 0.00%
GrandisTotal
27.51%
0.87%
Data
taken71.62%
from ESR.
BME
staff are four times
more likely to enter a formal disciplinary process.

The Trust has recognized in its annual Workforce
report that the % of BME staff in higher bands is
not proportionate to the total workforce in the
Trust. Our aim is to reduce the gap. Our
Workforce Equality Report action plan will seek to
improve the balance year on year. We actively
support leadership development with staff from a
BME background

For each of these four workforce
indicators, compare the data for
White and BME staff
1

Percentage of staff in each of the
AfC Bands 1-9 and VSM (including
executive Board members) compared
with the percentage of staff in the
overall workforce. Organisations should
undertake this calculation separately
for non-clinical and for clinical staff.

Refer to box on
right. 20.22% of
senior staff are
BME compared
to 26.58 staff in
overall workforce

19.6% BME staff
in Bands 8-9 etc.,
compared to
26% BME staff in
the overall
workforce.

2

Relative likelihood of staff being
appointed from shortlisting across all
posts.

1.38

1.63

3

Relative likelihood of staff entering
the formal disciplinary process, as
measured by entry into a formal
disciplinary investigation. This indicator
will be based on data from a two year
rolling average of the current year and
the previous year.

4.11

1.88

4

Relative likelihood of staff accessing
non-mandatory training and CPD.

1.79

1.56

The information will be taken from a spreadsheet
maintained by L&D - then looked up against
ethnicity in ESR. 100% of all applications were
accepted for BME staff. 20% of all applications
were from BME staff

Our data shows that more staff from a BME
background are being appointed than in the
previous year. We actively encourage staff from
a BME background to apply for our most senior
posts within our advertisements.

We have been aware of this indicator and are
working with members of our BME network and
external facilitators to understand the cultural
issues within our own Trust that may be placing
BME employees into a formal investigation when
White employees are not treated similarly. We
have worked with our BME network and ways to
put people before process and are reviewing our
informal processes ahead of commissioning
disciplinary
investigations
to see
if there
is still
anya
Slightly under
our workforce
profile,
this is
potential
to take informal
instead.
positive indicator
for BMEaction
employees
though we
are taking steps to encourage our BME staff to
apply for funding.

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
Indicator

Data for
reporting year

Data for
previous year

Narrative – the implications of the data and
any additional background explanatory
narrative

Action taken and planned including e.g. does
the indicator link to EDS2 evidence and/or a
corporate Equality Objective

White 27%


White 30%


Data for White staff has improved by 3% but is
worse for BME staff by 1%

BME 33%

BME 32%

We are aware of some unacceptable behaviours
in our services and working with our BME
network to explore how to encourage employees
from a BME background to speak up when they
experience unacceptable behavour. We are
developing a questionnaire for all employees on
this
subject.
RESPECT
programme
seeks to
We are
awareOur
of some
unacceptable
behaviours
provide
support
to
our
staff
to
improve
their
in our services and working with our BME work
experience.
We expect
Divisions
to have
actions
network
to explore
how to
encourage
employees
within
Staff
Survey Action
Planup
where
from athe
BME
background
to speak
when they
relevant. unacceptable behavour. We are
experience
developing a questionnaire for all employees on
this
RESPECT
programme
Our subject.
Trust hasOur
been
working with
our Staffseeks to
provide
to our
staff to improve
their work
Networksupport
to increase
confidence
within the
experience.
We expect
to have actions
recruitment process
andDivisions
offers leadership
training
within
the Staff Survey
Action
and development
centres
to tryPlan
andwhere
improve this
relevant.
measure. We are developing a programme in
relation to organisational culture which will
address
this in part.a Our
EDS objectives
have
We
are developing
programme
in
been
progressed
over to
the
lastmanagers
four yearsand
andstaff
we
organisational
culture
help
areunderstand
just finalising
EDS2
objectives
forwhat
the next
to
andour
value
dfiferences
and
is
four
years. behaviour n the workplace
acceptable

National NHS Staff Survey
indicators (or equivalent)
For each of the four staff survey
indicators, compare the outcomes of
the responses for White and BME staff.
5

6

7

8

KF 25. Percentage of staff
experiencing harassment, bullying or
abuse from patients, relatives or the
public in last 12 months.

KF 26. Percentage of staff experiencing
White 16%
harassment, bullying or abuse from

staff in last 12 months.
BME 24%
KF 21. Percentage believing that trust
provides equal opportunities for career
progression or promotion.

Q17. In the last 12 months have you
personally experienced discrimination
at work from any of the following?
b) Manager/team leader or other
colleagues

White 15%


Data for BME staff has worsened, and increased
slightly for White staff

BME 19%

White 91%


White 93%


BME 84%

BME 80%

White 5%


White 3%


BME 10%

BME 7%

-7.8%

-8%

The figure for BME staff is better than the
previous years but remains lower than for White
staff (7%),

The data for our staff has worsened over the last
12 months and BME staff are over twice as likely
to report discrimination from
managers/colleagues.

Board representation indicator
For this indicator, compare the
difference for White and BME staff.
9

Percentage difference between
the organisations’ Board voting
membership and its overall workforce.

9.65% in Surrey wider populateion

There are 7.8% less BME Board voting members
that in our overall workforce. This indicator has
remained stable and is getting closer to the
composition of our workforce. We exceed the
composition of our community with BME
representation within our Board.

Note 1.

All provider organisations to whom the NHS Standard Contract applies are required to conduct the NHS Staff Survey. Those organisations that do not undertake the NHS Staff Survey are recommended to do so,
or to undertake an equivalent.

Note 2.

Please refer to the WRES Technical Guidance for clarification on the precise means for implementing each indicator.

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
6. Are there any other factors or data which should be taken into consideration in assessing progress?
Our Workforce Equality Report is published annually and available at www.sabp.nhs.uk.
The level of organisational change may have influenced some negative responses in the staff survey

7. Organisations should produce a detailed WRES Action Plan, agreed by its Board. Such a Plan would normally
elaborate on the actions summarised in section 5, setting out the next steps with milestones for expected
progress against the WRES indicators. It may also identify the links with other work streams agreed at Board
level, such as EDS2. You are asked to attach the WRES Action Plan or provide a link to it.
To follow
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